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The major theme of Nurturing Creativity in the Classroom is the significant potential that
nurturing and integrating creativity within the academic curriculum would have in enhancing
the education of children in schools. This concept poses a challenge in view of the myth that
creativity is basically an unconventional and radically divergent way of thinking, in
comparison with the more task-oriented and goal-directed academic learning process that
increases performance and leads to success in life. Similar misconceptions about the nature
of creativity have perpetuated the notion that it is irrelevant to education and a diversion
from children’s on-task “real learning” time. The funding priorities set by educational
legislative policies on content area performance and accountability further undermine the
need for creativity and the arts.
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The comparison parallels the Bible’s story of the (creative) prodigal son who builds a
reputation as wild and wasteful in comparison with his sober and more prudent (academic)
brother. When the prodigal son wants to come home, the father understands the basic worthy
nature of his child, receives him with open arms, and restores his place in the family with a
symbolic celebration. Yet, the traditional older brother finds it difficult to relate and
reconcile with his more rebellious, less-deserving brother.

This narrative was chosen as it sheds light on the basic message of the book: to
embrace creativity as a unique (perhaps unconventional) but worthy endeavor that facilitates
learning and lifelong contributions. Another critical theme conveys that this welcoming
acceptance needs to be based on a better understanding of the nature of creativity as worthy,
with its own significant contributions and its integral relation to academic learning. The
point is also made that teachers’ reception of creativity should be facilitated by practical
knowledge of how to foster creativity and how to integrate it with academic learning
methods and activities in the classroom.

The authors, leading scholars and researchers, contribute toward the above goals
through conceptualizations of creativity as multidimensional in nature, scholarly discussions
of unique aspects of the creative process in relation to academic learning, and descriptions of
research-based models and practical strategies for enhancing creativity in the classroom.

More specifically, various chapters focus on the nature of creativity and creative
learning and on how to broaden or redefine conceptions of creativity in the classroom
(Beghetto and Kaufman; Runco; Sternberg), given current emphasis on academic content
areas. Other chapters suggest how to foster creativity in the classroom (Sawyer; Baldwin;
Richards); how to develop distinct attitudes in the creative process (e.g., risk taking,
tolerance for ambiguity; Piirto; Plucker and Dow); and how to avoid discouraging creativity
(using paradoxical humor; Nickerson).

A number of chapters suggest how to integrate creativity and academic learning,
considering affective factors such as high level of emotional intensity of the creative child
(Daniels and Piechowski); reconciling intrinsic motivational incentives needed for creative
productivity with more extrinsic rewards to motivate academic learning (Hennessy); using
alternative ways to incorporate creative strategies with academic methods (Skiba, Tan,
Sternberg, and Grigorenko; Stokes); infusing creative and critical thinking in academic
subject areas (e.g., science, social studies, mathematics; Fairweather and Cramond);
combining possibility thinking and creative thinking (Craft); using creative strategies in
math from a Chinese perspective (Niu and Zhou); and implementing creativity in the college
classroom (Halpern).

In terms of strengths and weaknesses, the summary of 20 key important points and
insights provided by the editors (Kaufman and Beghetto) is very helpful given the level of
complexity of topics, length of chapters, and lack of organization according to topics. The
breadth and depth of content covered by the chapters are also areas of strength, yet limited
attention is given to creativity and academic achievement in the context of multicultural
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diversity or persons with special learning needs. Overall, the scholarly value of topics is
notable.

In sum, Nurturing Creativity in the Classroom is a creative landmark in its unique and
revolutionary way of reconceptualizing creativity in its relation to academic learning and in
offering creative learning strategies that may be incorporated with standard methods of
learning in the classroom. Its purpose to initiate change in how creativity is perceived,
received, and implemented in the classroom setting is lofty, given the predominant emphasis
on basic academic learning standards.

Nonetheless, empirical evidence provided of significant performance by students on
tests of academic standards in schools that incorporate creative learning may serve to
counteract negative views. Moreover, the scientist–practitioner approach to content should
enhance the value of the book for educators, school psychologists, educational
psychologists, and other professionals (practitioners and researchers) interested in creativity
and the learning process. Hopefully, academic and creative brothers can finally embrace.
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